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Timing the Market vs. Dynamic Allocations
For starters, lets first understand there is a difference between timing the market for speculative purposes and making
investment decisions based on current (not predicted future) conditions in the market.
Speculators in the pubic fund world make decisions about specific investments based on their inherent belief about the
future.
Examples:
1) Buying long callables with short lockouts assuming they will be called (extreme liquidity chasing yield).
2) Buying lower grade credit based on Fed backing.
3) Buying structured products (variable rates, inflation linked, steps, etc..) for non duration based purposes.
However, the most common speculators are those who commit errors of omission instead of errors of commission.
Those who hold off on investing because market no longer exhibits same value they believe it once did.
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Anchoring and Adjustment Bias (cognitive)

Investment managers exhibiting this bias are
often influenced by purchase “points,” or arbitrary
price levels or price indexes, and tend to cling to
these numbers when facing questions like,
“Should I buy or sell this security?” or “Is the
market overvalued or undervalued right now?”
“Why would I buy this 3yr at 2.85% when it was

just 3%!, this is my bogey!”

Source: Bloomberg
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Availability Bias Exercise
The Truth About Flat Yield Curves
Time Value of Money is a funny thing. It presents
us with linear like qualities that equate value to
time. This can skew our thinking when yield
curves flatten and value no longer shows up in
the normal calculated manner.

Why would I buy a 5 year
agency bullet at 2.50%
when I can get the same
2.50% in a 2 year??

In essence, investors have a tendency to stop
their investing points where value no longer
accrues in a meaningful way.
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Availability Bias Exercise
The Truth About Flat Yield Curves

Source: H.15 CMT Data – Federal Reserve

Rates: Oct 1980 to Sep 2020
$100MM Portfolio

Buy: 3Mo, Roll 3Mo
Buy: 2Yr
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Availability Bias Exercise
The Truth About Flat Yield Curves

Source: H.15 CMT Data – Federal Reserve

Rates: Apr 1953 to Dec 1981
$100MM Portfolio

Buy: 3Mo, Roll 3Mo
Buy: 2Yr
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Availability Bias Exercise
The Truth About Flat Yield Curves

Source: H.15 CMT Data – Federal Reserve

Rates: Oct 1980 to Sep 2020
$100MM Portfolio

Buy: 3Mo, Roll 3Mo
Buy: 3Yr
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Availability Bias Exercise
The Truth About Flat Yield Curves

Source: H.15 CMT Data – Federal Reserve

Rates: Apr 1953 to Dec 1981
$100MM Portfolio

Buy: 3Mo, Roll 3Mo
Buy: 3Yr
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Availability Bias Exercise
The Truth About Flat Yield Curves

Source: H.15 CMT Data – Federal Reserve

Rates: Oct 1980 to Sep 2020
$100MM Portfolio

Buy: 3Mo, Roll 3Mo
Buy: 5Yr
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Availability Bias Exercise
The Truth About Flat Yield Curves

Source: H.15 CMT Data – Federal Reserve

Rates: Apr 1953 to Dec 1981
$100MM Portfolio

Buy: 3Mo, Roll 3Mo
Buy: 5Yr
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“Don’t Beat the Market, Be the Market”
Harvard Endowment: Had 230 employees until 2017, Top
6 executives took home over $40MM in compensation.
Lost to S&P index by over 100bp over last 20 years and
almost 500Bp over past 10 years.
Lost to the S&P annually for the last 12 years straight.

5 Takeaway’s:

•
•
•
•
•

Performance Persistance is Rare: Harvard’s few moments of glory have been dwarfed by it’s failures.
Overconfidence is an obstacle: Those who have seen success get complacent and assume they are smarter than they really are.
Reversion to the mean is powerful: Sector outperformance comes and goes and is hard to predict.
Many years of skill required to beat luck: Statistically speaking, you would need many decades to understand if manager is superior.
Indexes are hard to beat: Harvard would have even lost out to a blended portfolio of 60% stocks, 40% US Bonds over last 20 years.

Source: Marketwatch - “What the Harvard Endowment’s Below Average Grade Can Teach You
About Index Funds and Your Investments”, October 10, 2020
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Can’t Beat the Market, So Now What?
• Public entities generally exhibit predictive cash flows in
both magnitude and timing.
• This allows public funds to create duration optimized
(interest rate risk centric) allocations.
• Allocations should reflect the legal guidance of the
investment policy and the desired weights of allowable
sectors based on risk/reward and ALM preferences.
• Portfolio construction: Safety (IR Risk, credit), liquidity,
diversified, legal, market rate of return.
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Duration, Duration, Duration
Being invested is more important than the allocation decision

Moving from Cash to two duration in
Treasuries:
Pickup approx. 40Bp Avg Yield
Moving from two duration in Treasuries to
two duration in Agency Bullets
Pickup approx. 9Bp Avg Yield
Moving from two duration in Agency
Bullets to maturity matched Agency
Callables:
Pickup approx. 5Bp in Avg Yield

Source: ICE/BofA Index Data
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Strategic Deviations / Market Shifts
Situations arise that merit making decisions that may be different from the
past.
• 1) Cash flows change (income drops, outflows increase)
• 2) Transparency issues (COVID-19, lack of information)
• 3) Economic and political risks increase
• 4) Sector/Structure opportunities arise making shifts appropriate
By encompassing institution specific needs and current conditions of the
market, we can employ deviations from our strategic allocation to best
meet income needs while maintaining duration, credit and
ALM/Immunization needs (our overall strategy).
For today’s webinar, we will discuss the current environment for Agencies
and whether a shift into Callables might make some sense (structure
opportunity).
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Where Have We Been: Trump Presidency
3Mo/5Yr
71Bp Spread - Oct 2018
16Bp Spread - Sept 2020

Trump Bump/De-Regulation/Tax Plan

5Yr
Dropped from 3.09% peak
on 11/8/18 to 0.19% bottom
on 8/4/2020
290Bp drop peak to
trough.

Economic Headwinds/Fed Reverses Course
Covid-19

Source: H.15 CMT Data – Federal Reserve

3Mo
Dropped from 2.46% peak
on 3/21/19 to -0.09%
bottom on 3/26/20
255Bp drop peak to
trough.
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The Struggle is Real!!
Agency Bullets – Oct 20, 2020

Agency Callables – Oct 20, 2020

Source: MFG Offerings / MaxQ Analytics
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Do Callables Make Sense?
What Are They:
A callable bond is a bond with an embedded call option(s) that allows the issuer to call the bond at specified periods prior to
maturity at a given call price (Par).
The issuer will repay all principal owed and any accrued interest up until the call settlement date.
Call types can range from being callable only once (European) to callable on any business day (American) after the lockout period
has expired. The most common callables come with quarterly (Bermudan) calls embedded.
The issuance of callable bonds occurs as the agencies would like some autonomy over what interest they are paying when
interest rates decline. The callable bond allows the agency to re-issue the bonds at lower coupons/yields to the investor thus
lowering their interest expense.
In order to accomplish this, the issuer must pay the investor a higher level of interest than they would recieve with non-callable
bonds. The investor needs to be compensated for the risk it could be called away (reinvestment risk).
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Do Callables Make Sense?
Pros:
Callable bonds have higher yields associated with them relative to the
same credit and maturity non-callable securities.
Callables have less interest rate risk (duration) than non-callable
securities. This is because the call option retains value until interest
rates have gone up enough to render the option worthless.
• Example: a 5Yr Bullet has an effective duration around 4.9 but
a 5Yr Non-Call 1Yr with a quarterly call has an effective
duration of 2.5.
Callables would be preferable and outperform their bullet counterparts in
flat and rising interest rate environments. These environments make
calling the bond sub-optimal for the issuer and therefore the bonds stay
in investor hands through maturity.
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Do Callables Make Sense?
Cons:

June 2000 to Sept 2020
Bullets outperformed Callables by around 1%

Callable bonds have reinvestment risk associated
with them. This risk can be significant as a big drop
in interest rates could leave investors re-investing at
much lower rates.
Using total return performance, bullets outperform
callables under most interest rate environments.
Callables can outperform bullets but require
increasing interest rates and rarely outperform
significantly.

1-5 Yr Bullets
1-5 Blt = 3.67% Annually
1-5 Clb = 2.68% Annually

1-5 Yr Callables

Callables can create havoc with an asset/liability
management (ALM) approach to managing public
funds. If utilizing an immunization strategy, called
bonds can create holes in the “ladder” making it
more difficult to stay cash flow neutral.

Source: ICE/BofA Index Data
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Source: FHN Main Street Advisors – CSMFO 7 Habits Presentation
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Source: FHN Main Street Advisors – CSMFO 7 Habits Presentation
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Do Callables Make Sense?
Reinvestment Risk Has Likely Bottomed
The risk of investing at lower rates has likely been bottlenecked by a
zero bound on interest rates.
Federal Reserve has deep desire to not let rates go negative. Fed
mandate has changed to include “financial stability.”
Fed essentially has created yield curve control through the buying &
selling of $trillions of notes/bonds/MBS. Volatility is at historic lows.
Jim Bianco points out negative rates could be possible if credit markets
collapse, election chaos ensues, or we somehow get a repeat of initial
pandemic shock.

5Yr bullet on 09/30/20 @ .39
meaning real reinvestment risk
even lower

Source: MFG Offerings / MaxQ Analytics
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Do Callables Make Sense?
Callable Yield as a Percentage of Bullets Has Increased Dramatically
3Yr Callable (Max 12Mo Lock)

Source: MFG Offerings / MaxQ Analytics

5Yr Callable (Max 12Mo Lock)
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Do Callables Make Sense?
Funding Levels Improve as Libor Declines

Source: FRED – St. Louis Fed / Agency Funding Grids
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Do Callables Make Sense?
OAS measures the issue’s average discount rate spread
over/under every cash flow point on the reference curve
in basis points, AFTER adjusting for the value of any
embedded options.
The OAS Model is calculating the “value” of the option in
terms of dollars. In this case, the value was -2.89 in bond
convention terms, or $28.90 per bond in dollars.
(4.5NC6Mo @ 2.81). After calculating the Option Value,
the Option Free value is shown as 2.133%
Now, the reality was that bullets in the market weren’t
really trading at 2.133%, they were actually trading
around 2.31% on 4/11/19. Because bullets were actually
trading higher than the 2.133% the model calculates,
bullets will have a better OAS.

Source: Bloomberg
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Do Callables Make Sense?
Option Adjusted Spread Has Returned to Positive Territory
3Yr Callable (Max 12Mo Lock)

Source: MFG Offerings / MaxQ Analytics

5Yr Callable (Max 12Mo Lock)
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Do Callables Make Sense?
Takeaways on Callables:
Reinvestment risk has likely bottomed and reached historic lows in relation to
the potential give up relative to buying bullets.
Callable Bonds are exhibiting a much better rate relative to bullets on a
percentage of yield basis.
Libor’s decline and funding needs have led to improved funding levels and
longer lockout / more attractive call options (Annual & Semi-Annual).
Option Adjusted Spread has turned positive and is staying closer to their
maturity matched bullet comps.
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Disclaimer
Mischler Financial Group does not warrant the correctness of any information herein
or the appropriateness of any transaction. The contents of this electronic
communication and any attachments are for informational purposes only and under
no circumstances should they be construed as an offer to sell or a solicitation to buy
any security. The information is intended solely for the personal and confidential use
of the recipient of this electronic communication. If you are not the intended recipient,
you are hereby notified that any use, dissemination, distribution or copying of this
communication is strictly prohibited and you are requested to return this message to
the sender immediately and delete all copies from your system. All electronic
communication may be reviewed by authorized personnel and may be provided to
regulatory authorities or others with a legal right to access such information. Opinions
expressed herein are statements only of the date indicated and are not given or
endorsed by Mischler Financial Group unless otherwise indicated by an authorized
representative.
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